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Vendor Portal
About
Are you sick of fi lling in the deliveries from suppliers manually and being prone to errors? 
The Vendor Portal Solution of C&W is the answer. It’s the perfect system to receive the information of your 
non-informatized supplier and to advance towards a more automated reception process (on the base of the 
delivered ASN = Advanced Shipping Notifi cation information). The Vendor Portal is meant for optimization 
and automation of the inbound process. Suppliers can register their freights at departure and labels can be 
printed conform your needs.

Functionalities
- Producing pallet labels (GS1 conform or own format).
- Compiling of a shipment & linking of pallets.
- Printing of pallet labels.
- Printing of shipping bill if desired.
- Forward shipment information through our SCO EDI Portal to the host and/or other parties.

Creating
pallets

Printing pallet labels
(GS1 conform or own format)

VENDOR PORTAL
Connecting Trading Partners Everywhere
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Intended for
- Web-EDI pallet labels + DESADV forwarding through EDI to your customer.
- For your suppliers who do print GS1 labels but can’t execute EDI. They can upload them manually or 

through Excel / CSV / XML.
- For your suppliers who don’t print GS1 labels and register, print and send info on your purchase orders 

(through our SCO EDI platform).
- Can be set-up as outbound-fl ow. In that case, instead of uploading purchase orders, shipping bills 

should be uploaded in the portal to forward pallet labels & possibly EDI info.

Vendor Portal Conclusion
- Budget friendly
- Quick implementation for new suppliers/customers
- Scalable solution
- Uniformization of pallet labels
- Modern, accessible technology

Forward shipment info through our SCO EDI
Portal to the host and/or other parties


